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A notion of complexity for algebraic implementations of abstract data types is introduced 
and studied. The main results concern the expressive power of algebraic specifications and 
implementations as well as upper and lower bounds on the complexity of implementations in 
terms of time on Turing Machines. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last 5 years algebraic specification techniques for abstract data types have 
been studied in various papers from the theoretical and the application points of view. 
Probably the first precise mathematical approach was given by the ADJ-group in [ 11. 
A first attempt towards an algebraic specification language, named CLEAR, was 
given by Burstall and Goguen in [5]. Up to now much less attention was paid to the 
problem of implementation of abstract data types although Guttag had already given 
an algebraic version of an implementation of symbol tables by stacks in [ 161. For 
first approaches to an algebraic implementation concept we refer to ADJ [l] Goguen 
and Nourani [ 151, Ehrich [7,8], Wand [24] and Lehmann and Smyth [20]. In 
contrast to most of these papers in our papers [9, 121 a formal concept is proposed 
which clearly distinguishes between a syntactical and a semantical level and gives 
correctness conditions for both levels. The full concept is thoroughly discussed in 
[lo]. In this paper, which extends part of our STOC-paper [ 131, complexity of 
algebraic implementations for abstract data types is introduced and studied. This 
seems to be new within the algebraic theory of abstract data types; some work, 
however, has been published on compatibility of algebraic specifications and 
particular complexity results concerning algebras and their algebraic specifications 
(see, for example, [6, 17, 19,211. Our motivation for introducing a concept of 
complexity of implementations on the level of algebraic specifications was manyfold. 
One reason was the need for a measure for implementations which enables one to 
compare implementations with respect to their efficiency. Such a comparison should 
be possible in both respects, relative and absolute. In other words we want to give a 
meaning to “implementation one is 
“implementation x is most efficient.” 
more efficient than implementation two” and 
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To consider the implementation concept as a computational model was another 
reason for looking at the complexity of implementations. It was the operational 
aspect of implementations which came to light a bit more when we were searching for 
an appropriate notion of complexity. Compatibility of implementations with Turing 
Machines is a result in this respect. 
Finally from the complexity theoretic point of view it was desirable to have a 
precise notion of complexity for abstract data types, which provides a frame for 
complexity analysis. It should not be as far from a natural way of programming as 
time of Turing Machines (yet compatible with its) but in contrast to steps of 
ALGOL-programs it should be highly sensitive, flexible and mathematically well- 
defined. Even though we do not discuss in this paper how the concept relates to these 
imaginations, the reader may look at the definitions and results with this motivation 
in mind. 
In Section 2 we briefly review the basic notions of algebraic specifications and 
implementations. Unfortunately we cannot present the implementation concept in 
more detail here since it would go beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is 
therefore referred to a full presentation in [lo]. 
Section 3 contains the definitions of “cost” for terms and “complexity” for 
operations both with respect to a given algebraic implementation. Our complexity 
corresponds to worst case complexity which is representation independent. An 
implementation of sets by strings using hash tables, is analyzed as an example. 
Section 4 is a preparation for Section 5 and of interest in its own right. It contains 
the algebraic specification of time bounded Turing Machines and the functions which 
they compute. The main result of this section is that total recursive functions 
f: P -+ o* have algebraic specifications. 
In Section 5 we give a formal definition of the “function implementation problem” 
which is, roughly speaking, to find a specification and an implementation for a 
function f: I* -+ 6*. It is shown that the function implementation problem is solvable 
for total recursive functions and any upper deterministic time bound forfwith respect 
to an “algebraic time bounded” Turing Machine is also an upper bound for a solution 
of the function implementation problem for $ 
Finally Section 6 shows that any function f which has a solvable function 
implementation problem, is total recursive. Furthermore a lower bound result is given 
which states that the logarithm of any lower bound on the nondeterministic time forf 
is also a lower bound on the complexity of the function implementation problem forf. 
The results in this paper, however, are intended to be only a fist step towards a 
unified theory of relative complexity for abstract data types. Much more remains to 
be done for such a theory. Just for our results, the more or less rough estimations for 
upper and lower bounds need considerable improvement. In the long run we hope that 
algebraic implementations will turn out to be a new computational model which is 
both general and flexible. 
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2. ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS 
The foundations for a strict mathematical theory of algebraic specifications were 
given by the ADJ-group in [ 11, while first approaches on how to use algebraic 
specifications for the design of software systems were given already by Zilles [25] 
and Guttag [ 161. The main idea of the ADJ-approach is to give a syntactic 
description of an abstract data type using algebraic specifications. The semantics of 
the specification is given by the corresponding quotient term algebra (or any 
isomorphic algebra) which is the initial algebra in the category of all algebras 
satisfying the given specification. This is the reason for referring to the ADJ- 
approach as the “initial algebra approach,” while the approach of some other 
authors, initiated by Wand [24], is called the “final algebra approach.” We will 
follow the ADJ-approach as given in [I] and continued in [Ill. In this section we 
give a short review of the concepts. An (algebraic) specz$cation SPEC = (S, z, E) 
consists of a set S of sorts, a family of sets z = (Cw,s)wcs,,sss of operation symbols, 
and a family of sets E = (E&s of equations. The pair (S, C) will also be called a 
signature. Operation symbols cr E C,,,, are written 0: w+ s with domain 
w=sl ... sn (si E S, i = I,..., n) and range s E S. In the special case w = 1 (empty 
word) u is called 0-ary or constant. We will usually refer to operation symbols u as 
operations, for simplicity. Terms built up from the operations of a specification are 
defined in the usual way and form an algebra T, = (Tr,s)ses, called term algebra. 
Given a family of sets of variables X= (Xs)sss, then the terms with variables of sort 
s E S form a set T,(X),. An equation e = (L, R) E E, of sort s is a pair of terms L, R 
with variables from T,(x),. More intuitively equations are written as L = R. 
The semantics of a specification SPEC = (S, 2, E) is given by a (many-sorted) z- 
algebra with data domains and operations corresponding to S and L, and which 
satisfies the equations E. More precisely the semantics of SPEC is the initial SPEC- 
algebra T,,,, which is uniquely determined up to isomorphism and hence is represen- 
tation invariant as required for abstract data types. A canonical construction for 
T SPEC is the quotient term algebra. All algebras isomorphic to TspEC for some 
specification SPEC will be considered as abstract data types. For a more detailed 
motivation of abstract data types see [I]. The quotient term algebra is constructed by 
factorization of T, by the congruence relation eE generated by the equations E in 
SPEC. In fact the quotient term algebra is initial, i.e., for all other SPEC-algebras A 
there is exactly one C-homomorphism f: T,,,, + A. 
In order to discuss correctness of specifications we need a precise notion of 
semantics. In general, a specification SPEC is correct with respect to a SPEC-algebra 
A if A is isomorphic to the quotient term algebra TspEC, or equivalently A is an initial 
SPEC-algebra. But we want to allow “hidden” functions in the specifications which 
are not part of the signature of the algebra A and therefore have a little more subtle 
definition of correctness: 
A spe@cation SPEC’ is correct with respect to a SPEC-algebra A if 
SPEC = (S,C,E) is a subspecification of SPEC’ = (S’,_X’, E’), i.e., all sorts, 
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operations and equations of SPEC are also in SPEC’, and the restriction of TsPEC, to 
the signature of SPEC is isomorphic to A. 
This more generalized notion of correctness is introduced in [ 111 where also the 
following concepts are discussed in more detail. 
An essential tool in the writing and use of specifications is the concept of com- 
bination: 
Using + for (componentwise) disjoint union, we say that SPEC 0 = SPEC + 
(SO, ZO,EO) is a combination if SPEC = (S,Z, E) and SPEC 0 = 
(S t SO, Z t ZO, E + EO) are specifications. Note, (SO, ZO, EO) is not assumed to be 
a specification itself because it is allowed that equations in EO involve operations in 
C and operations in LO involve sorts in S. A combination is called an extension if the 
restriction of TspECo to the signature of SPEC, written (TSPECJSPEC,, is isomorphic 
to Tsrrc. This means that the combination protects the semantics of SPEC. An 
extension SPEC 0 of SPEC is called an enrichment if it satisfies SO = 0. 
As already introduced we write the restriction of a SPEC’-algebra A to the 
signature of a subspecification SPEC = (S, C, E) of SPEC’ by (,4)SPEC and also use 
(,4)s or (A), to denote the restriction just to sorts in S or operations in C, respec- 
tively. 
In order to give the rather informal notion of “implementation” of abstract data 
types a precise mathematical meaning, concepts of algebraic implementations were 
introduced by several authors ([ 1, 7, 8, 15, 18, 241 and others). All these concepts 
describe how an abstract data type A is “simulated” by an abstract data type B. In 
the concept proposed in [ 121, this is done in clear distinction on a syntactical level 
and a semantical level, and correctness conditions are formulated which guarantee 
validity of a number of predefined conceptual requirements. We will follow this 
concept here and give a concise introduction. For extensive motivation of the concept 
the reader is referred to [lo, 121. The example below might help to show some of the 
primary intention and the application in mind when giving a concept of implemen- 
tation of abstract data types on the level of algebraic specifications. Assume we have 
algebraic specifications SPEC 0 and SPEC 1 for abstract data types A0 and A 1, 
respectively. The we describe on the “syntactical level,” in terms of sorts, operations 
and equations, how data and operations of AO, represented by the specification 
SPECO, are “simulated” by data and operations of Al, represented by the 
specification SPEC 1. This description is formally denoted by 
SPEC 12 SPECO. 
On the “semantical level” the meaning of the syntactical description is given in terms 
of a functor SEM,,,, which assigns to each SPECl-algebra a SPECO-algebra. 
Finally correctness conditions are given which assure that all data of AO, the 
implemented data type, can be represented by synthesized data of Al, the 
implementing data type, and all operations on data in A0 can be simulated by 
operations on corresponding synthesized data of Al. 
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This rough description of the implementation concept is made precise in the 
following definition. Throughout this paper we make the following 
2.1. GENERAL ASSUMPTION. We assume we have the following algebraic 
specifications: 
SPEC = (S, C, E), 
SPECO = SPEC + (SO, ZO, EO), 
SPEC 1 = SPEC + (Sl, Cl, El), 
where SPECO and SPECl are both extensions of SPEC (see above). SPEC is called 
the common parameter part of SPECO and SPEC 1 (an actual parameter in the sense 
of 12931). 
2.2. DEFINITION (Syntax, Semantics and Correctness of Implementations). 
1. Given specifications SPECO and SPEC 1 as in 2.1. An algebraic implemen- 
tation of SPECO by SPEC 1, formally denoted by IMPL: SPEC 1 * SPECO, is a triple 
IMPL = @SORT, EOP, HID) 
consisting of 
ZSORT a set of operations (intended to implement the sorts of SPECO) 
EOP a set of equations (intended to implement the operations of SPECO) 
HID a triple (SHID,ZHID, EHID) of sorts, operations and equations, called 
hidden part (intended to support the implementation). 
2. IMPL is called syntactically correct if the following syntactical correctness 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) SORTIMPL = SPEC 1 + (SO + SHID, ZSORT, 0) is a combination, 
(2) OPIMPL = (SORTIMPL + (0, CHID, EHID)) + (0, ZO, EOP) is a 
combination, 
(3) for all c E ZSORT the range of u belongs to SO + SHID. 
3. The semantics of IMPL is a functorial construction, denoted by SEM,,,,, 
and is given the following three construction steps: 
T 
SYNTHESIS IDENTIFICATION 
SPECI - TO,,,,, I===% REP,,,, -S,,p,. 
SWMP, assigns to the SPECl-algebra TspEC, the SPECO-algebra SIMPL, called the 
semantical algebra of IMPL, while SYNTHESIS assigns to TsPEC, , the semantics of 
SPECl, the algebra TOPIMPL, the semantics of OPIMPL. 
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RESTRICTION assigns to ToPIMPL the algebra REPIMPL which is the restriction 
of TOPIMPL, generated by Z + ZO, i.e., 
REP IMPL = evd(Tz+zo)7 
where eval is the unique term evaluation homomorphism 
eval: T, + r0 -, ~“OP,MP, Z+CO- > 
IDENTIFICATION assigns to the (Z + ZO)-algebra REP,,,, the SPEC-algebra 
s iMPL which is the quotient of REP,,,, with respect to the congruence relation zEO, 
generated by EO 
s ,rv,pL = REP,,,,/,,. 
4. IMPL is called semantically correct if the following semantical correctness 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) for all terms t E Tz+zo there is t’ E T,,,, +zSORT such that 
t= ECOPIMPL) t’ (OP-completeness), 
(2) GvfPL is isomorphic to TspECo (RI-correctness). 
If not explicitly stated otherwise we will use the term “implementation” to denote 
implementations which are both syntactically and semantically correct. 
The syntactical corectness conditions tell how sorts, operations and equations must 
look in order to constitute a syntactically correct implementation. In this case, the 
semantics of an implementation is well-defined. 
The first semantical, correctness condition assures that all representations of 
SPECO-data, i.e., terms (Z + CO)-operations, can be transformed into representations 
of SORTIMPL-data, i.e., terms of (Z t Zl t ZSORT)-operations, by using the 
equations of OPIMPL. The second condition, called RI-correctness, assures that the 
implementation describes a construction, the functor SEM,,,,, which starting from 
T SPECl ends up with TSPECO. This semantical construction is given in three steps: 
Beginning with TspEC, which is the semantics of SPECl, new data and operations of 
signature (SO, ZO) are synthesized by CSORT, EOP and the hidden part HID, 
respectively, from those of TspECl. This leads to an extended data type To,,,,, 
which is the semantics of the combination OPIMPL. In the RESTRICTION step all 
sorts and operations, not belonging to SO and ZO are forgotten in ToplMpL leading to 
(TOPIMPL)~+XO and in REP,,,, only those data are considered which are represen- 
table by (Z + ZO)-terms. The data of REP,,,, now are intended to represent those of 
T SPECO. Since it should not be allowed that different SPECO-data are represented by 
the same datum in REP,,,,, the RI-correctness demands that after the final IDEN- 
TIFICATION step the semantical algebra S,,,, has to be isomorphic to TSPECO. 
Before we give an example, we state the following facts concerning implemen- 
tations, which we will use subsequently: 
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2.3. FACTS. 1, Syntactical correctness of implementations IMPL: SPEC 1 3 
SPECO implies type protection, i.e., 
(T ) -T SORTIMPL SPECI = SPECl’ 
2. A (C + C/)-term t’ of a sort in (S t S’) is called Z-normal, if all subterms t 
of t’ of sorts in S are already Z-terms. 
OP-completeness and (1) imply that each (Z + ZO)-term can be reduced via the 
equations of OPIMPL to a (C t Cl)-normal term in SORTIMPL. 
3. RI-correctness is equivalent to the existence of a surjective (C + ZO)- 
homomorphism rep, called representation homomorphism, such that 
commutes, where e is the restriction of eval in 2.2 and nat the natural homomorphism 
from the term to the quotient term algebra. 
4. Each enrichment SPEC 0 of SPEC, i.e., SPECO = SPEC t (0, CO, EO) such 
that (Gp,,Jsp,, z TspEc, induces an implementation IMPL: SPEC * SPEC 0, 
called enrichment implementation, by IMPL = (0, EO, (0,0,0)). 
For a proof of these fact the reader is referred to [ 141. 
2.4. EXAMPLE. We implement sets of natural numbers by strings of natural 
numbers and assume we have the following specifications, given only by their 
signature for simplicity: 
natl consists of the sorts nut and boo1 and operations T, F, AND, 0, SUCC and 
EQ, where T and F name the truth values “true” and “false,” AND is the boolean 
“and,” 0 names zero in the natural numbers, SUCC names the successor function and 
EQ denotes the binary equality predicate. 
set(nat1) = natl t 
sorts : set, 
opns: CREATE: + set 
INSERT: nut set + set 
DELETE: nut set -+ set 
MEMBER: nat set + boo1 
EMPTY: set + boo1 
IF-THEN-ELSE: boo1 set set -P set 
eqns : see [13]. 
CREATE denotes the empty set, INSERT and DELETE name insertion and 
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deletion of elements in sets, MEMBER names a test for existence of a given element, 
EMPTY denotes a test for emptyness and IF-THEN-ELSE is a “hidden” operation 
which denotes the distinction of cases. 
string(nat 1) = nat 1 + 
sorts : string 
opns: k + string 
ADD: string nut + string. 
This specification requires no equations, thus its semantics is the term algebra. I 
denotes the empty string and ADD the concatenation of a string with an element. We 
implement set(nat 1) by string(nat 1) and give an implementation 
IMPL: string(nat1) * set(nat1) 
which implicitly uses hash tables with m rows to represent sets. 
Explicitly we have IMPL = (ZSORT, EOP, (SHID, ZHID, EHID)) with 
ZSORT: 
TUP: string”’ + set 
ELEM(i): -+ nut, (i = l,..., m) 
SHID (hidden sorts): 
nut, 
I=HID (hidden operations): 
ENTRY: nut, set + string 
CHANGE: nat,,,set string -+ set 
HASH: nut + nut, 
EHID 
IF-THEN-ELSE-STR: boo1 string string -+ string 
ADJOIN: string nut--f string 
REMOVE: string nut -+ string 
SEARCH: string nut + bool 
EMPTY STR : string + boo/ 
(hidden equations): 
ENTRY (ELEM(i), TUP(sl,..., sm)) = si (i = I,..., m) 
CHANGE(ELEM(i), TUP(sl,..., sm), s) = 
TUP(sl,..., s(i - l), s, s(i + 1) ,..., sm) (i = l,..., m) 
HASH(SUCC’(0)) = ELEM(i + 1) (i = O,..., m - 1) 
HASH(SUCCm(n)) = HASH(n) 
ADJOIN(s, n) = IF SEARCH (s, n) THEN s ELSE ADD (s, n) STR 
REMOVE& n) = ,I 
REMOVE(ADD(s, n l), n2) = IF EQ(n1, n2) THEN s 
ELSE ADD (REMOVE (s, n2), nl) STR 
SEARCH@, n) = FALSE 
SEARCH(ADD(s, nl), n2) = IF EQ(n1, n2) THEN TRUE ELSE 
SEARCH(s, n2) 
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EOP: 
EMPTYSTR(1) = TRUE 
EMPTYSTR(ADD(s, n)) = FALSE 
IF TRUE THEN $1 ELSE s2 STR = sl 
IF FALSE THEN sl ELSE s2 STR = s2 
CREATE = TUPQ,..., 1) 
INSERT@, s) = CHANGE(HASH(n), s, ADJOIN(ENTRY 
(HASH(n), s), n)) 
DELETE@, s) = CHANGE(HASH(n), s, REMOVE(ENTRY 
(HASH(n), s), n)) 
MEMBER@, s) = SEARCH(ENTRY(HASH(n), s), n) 
EMPTY(s) = EMPTYSTR(ENTRY(ELEM( l), s)) AND . . . 
EMPTYSTR(ENTRY(ELEM(m), s)) 
We represent sets as m-tuples of strings (hash tables) which are expressed by the 
CSORT-operation TUP. nut, is a hidden sort and represents the keys for the m- 
strings of the hash table. ELEM(I’) for i = l,..., m generates the keys. The intention of 
the hidden operations is the following: 
ENTRY results the ith string of the hash table. 
CHANGE replaces the ith string of the table by another string. 
HASH computes the key of an element. 
ADJOIN adjoins an element to a string if it is not already in the string. 
REMOVE removes an element from the string. 
SEARCH tests existence of an element in a string. 
EMPTYSTR tests emptyness of a string. 
This intention is formalized in the hidden equations. The equations EOP finally 
express how the effect of the ZO-operations is simulated by the implementation. The 
specification SORTIMPL, which is implicitly given in the implementation, here has 
the following form: 
SORTIMPL = string(nat1) + 
sorts : nat,, set 
opns : TUP: stringm -+ set 
ELEM(I’): + nut,,, (i = l,..., m). 
OP-completeness, the first semantical correctness condition, now states that each 
term of (C + ZO)-operations is reducible to a term of (Z + Zl + CSORT)-operations, 
using all equations of OPIMPL. We may thus reduce the term (using digits for nat- 
terms) 
INSERT(3, DELETE (4, INSERT(3, INSERT(5, CREATE)))) 
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which represents the set (3, 5 ), to the term 
TUP(ADD(I, 3), 1, ADD@, 5)), 
where m = 3 is assumed and thus 5 has key remainder (5/3) + 1 = 3 and 3 has key 1. 
The algebra REP,,,,, which is constructed in the semantics of the implementation, 
now can be imagined as an algebra whose elements of sort set are hash tables which 
represent sets and whose operations are those of SPECO, but now working on hash 
tables instead of sets. 
Finally since hash tables differ, if the order of the entries is permuted, the 
IDENTIFICATION-step is not trivial and we have different hash tables which 
represent the same set. 
3. COMPLEXITY OF ALGEBRAIC IMPLEMENTATIONS 
Algebraic implementations as introduced in the last section form a very general 
and flexible model of computation. The subsequent sections may support this 
judgement. From this point of view it is natural to introduce notions of cost and 
complexity along with an implementation mainly to serve the purpose of analyzing 
and comparing implementations with respect to their efficiency. Even though a notion 
of complexity is rather arbitrary, it should meet a number of requirements+ Namely, 
we want the notion to reflect our intuitive ideas about what is making an implemen- 
tation complex or expensive. On the other hand this notion should be defined purely 
on syntax and semantics of implementations and should not use implicitly the time of 
Turing Machines or any other complexity measure. But it should be compatible with 
such measures and should allow us to talk about complexity of implementation 
problems, i.e., there should be lower bounds for the complexity of implementations. 
We will be concerned with these requirements in this and the subsequent sections. 
Before we define functions cost,,,, and camp,,,, with respect to a given 
implementation, we have to expose more of the operational aspect of implemen- 
tations, which lies in the use of equations as reduction rules for terms. In this respect 
it is helpful to look at terms with operation symbols as nodes. 
Given a specification SPEC = (S, Z’, E) and its term algebra T,. As in the 
previous section by =E we denote the congruence generated by E. Now given an 
equation (L, R) of E and a term t E Tz such that there is a substitution h: X-1 T, for 
the variables in L and R which results in a pair- of terms (without variables) (Lh, Rh) 
such that L, is a subterm of 1, then we can replace L, in t by R, and obtain a term t’. 
We say that t’ is obtained by application of (L, R) to t and call this replacement a 
direct reduction step from t to t’. By Dired,,,, we denote the set of direct reduction 
steps which are obtained by application of the equations in E to the terms in T,. 
A reduction from t to t’ of length r is a sequence of direct reduction steps 
producing a sequence of terms 
t = t, ) t, )...) t, = t’ 
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such that for i = 2,..., I ti is obtained from ti_i by application of some equation in E 
or E-’ (E-’ denotes the inverse of the set of ordered pairs E). By Red,,,, we denote 
the set of reductions and define for a reduction w its first term First (w) = t and its 
lust term Last(w) = t’ if w is a reduction from t to t’. 
If SPEC = (S, Z, E) and T, its term algebra, then from the definition of =E we 
obtain 
FACT. t =E t’ if and only if there is a reduction w E Red,,,c with First(w) = t 
and Last(w) = t’. 
3.1. DEFINITION (Computation). Given an implementation IMPL: SPEC 1 * 
SPECO. Then a reduction w E RedopiMp,_ is called a computation of IMPL iff 
First(w) is in Tz+ro and Last(w) is in Tz+z,+zS,,RT and is (Z +X1)-normal. 
The set of computations of IMPL with first term t E Tz+ro is denoted by 
COM iMPi and CGM,,,, := UtETrir,, COhdt)- 
Note, from OP-completeness (first semantical correctness condition) and fact 
2.3(2) it follows that for all t E Trtro COM,,,,(t) is nonempty. 
The length of computations is a good measure to tell about the complexity of an 
implementation. We therefore use it to define costs of terms: 
3.2. DEFINITION (Cost Function). Given an implementation IMPL: SPEC 1 * 
SPECO and let length: COM,,,, --t N, assign to each computation its length. Then 
cost * Triro -, N, IMPL’ 
is defined by 
cost,,,,(t) := min{length(w)/w E COM,,,,(t)) 
and called the cost of IMPL. 
We use the cost function of an implementation to define complexity of ZO- 
operations with respect to a given implementation IMPL: SPECl 3 SPECO. The 
definition makes use of the diagram in fact 2.3(3) which shows the relation between 
data of T,,,,, and their representation in REP,,,,. The definition is meaningful only 
if IMPL is RI-correct. 
3.3. DEFINITION (Complexity of Operations). Given an implementation 
IMPL: SPEC 1 + SPECO and let cr E ZO, o: sl,..., sn -+ s, denote the operation 
or: V’s,,,,),, x -.a x Vspm)sn -+ (TSPECO)~ ; 
then the complexity of TV with respect to IMPL is given by the partial function 
comp,,,&): (Tsp,cO),, x ... x (TsPE& --$ N0 
571/23/2-9 
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defined by 
compIMPL(~)(xl ,..., x,J := max{f(r, ,..., rn)/ri E (REP,,,,),i, rep@,) = Xi/ 
with f defined by 
where rep: REP,,,, + T,,,,, and e: r,,,, + REP,,,, are given in fact 2.3(2) and 
satisfy nat = rep 0 e. 
3.4. EXAMPLE. We discuss Definitions 3.2 and 3.3 in light of Example 2.4: Given 
a set(natl)-term t of sort set and reduce it to a SORTIMPL terms t’ which is normal 
with respect to the string(natl)-operations. t’ thus has TUP as its leading operation. 
Such a reduction is a computation in the sense of 3.1. In general, we can always find 
computations which are linear bounded in length by the number of operation symbols 
of their first term. We therefore conclude that cost,,,, is linear in the number of 
operation symbols. comp,,,,(INSERT), the complexity of INSERT with respect to 
IMPL in 2.4, is estimated as follows: Let n and s denote arguments for INSERT, 
then cost ,,,,(INSERT(n, s)) 1 is inear in the number of operation symbols, as argued 
before. To obtain a value forf, the auxiliary function in the definition of complMP,_, 
we have to search for the “best” term representations of the REP,,,,-data. Since 
data of sort nut are uniquely represented by terms involving the operations 0 and 
SUCC, it remains to consider the representations of REP,,,,-data of sort set. Such 
representations are terms involving the operations CREATE, INSERT, DELETE or 
IF-THEN-ELSE. One can see that terms which include DELETE or IF-THEN-ELSE 
cannot be best. On the other hand if terms consisting of CREATE and INSERT have 
the same element to be inserted more than once, they are “redundant” and can be 
replaced by an “irredundant” term which represents the same REP,,,,-datum 
optimally with respect to cost,,,,. 
The number of operation symbols for such “irredundant” terms now depends on 
the number of elements, which are inserted (in the set) and their value. We thus 
obtain that f is linear bounded in the sum of values of elements, which constitute the 
set. 
In fact, this estimation is very rough and does not take into consideration the 
advantages of the hash table. To estimate camp,,,,, we have to consider the different 
representations of SPECO-data by REP,,,,-data. Here REP,,,,-data stand for tables 
with no multiple entries but can differ with respect to the order in which entries are 
inserted. So the following REPIMPL- data d, , d, differ, even though they represent the 
same set (3, 6). Let m = 3, then 
d, = INSERT(SUCC3(0), INSERT(SUCC6(0), CREATE)) 
= TUP(ADD(ADD(& SUCC”(O)), SUCC’(O)), A, A), 
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d, = INSERT(SUCC6(0), INSERT(SUCC3(0), CREATE)) 
= TUP(ADD(ADD(I1, SUCC”(O)), SUCC”(O)), Iz, 1). 
We have rep(d,) = rep(d,) = {3,6}. 
The worst REP,,,,- datum d, which represents the set rep(d) = s, is the one, where 
the element n, to be inserted, is rightmost in the string in the case where it was 
already inserted before. One can show that comp,,,,(INSERT) is defined for all 
arguments and is linear bounded by the sum of the values of the elements, which 
constitute the argument set. 
Complexity analysis of hash tables is not just obvious, namely, if one is very 
accurate about it. This example might show that algebraic implementations and their 
complexity form a highly sensible frame for such analysis. By definition the 
complexity of operations is worst case complexity, which is expressed in the 
maximum, taken over all representations of SPECO-data in REP,,,,. The minimum 
in the definition of camp,,,, is meant to give independence of the “history” of data. 
We have considered a very simple case of cost and complexity which does not 
reflect the specific nature of implementations of abstract data types: their relativity. 
Since an implementation implements an abstract data type A0 by an abstract data 
type A 1, where A 1 can have arbitrary complex operations, the notion of complexity 
of operations of the implementing data type A 1 into consideration. On the other hand 
from a practical point of view it is desirable to have a more flexible notion which 
admits alternatives to the length of computations, or the choice of basic computation 
steps. In [ 14,221 this is introduced and studied in an axiomatic framework. We are 
not going to discuss this extension of the concept here, but turns towards the 
following question: 
How are algebraic implementations and their complexity related to Turing 
Machines and their time? 
An answer to this question yields results about the expressive power of algebraic 
specifications (Section 4) and implementations (Section 5). It shows that Turing 
Machines can be simulated by algebraic implementations and that their complexity 
measures are compatible. Finally it shows that lower bounds exist for the complexity 
of implementations, which is one of the above requirements for complexity measures 
in general (see Corollary 6.4). 
4. SPECIFICATIONS OF TIME BOUNDED TURING MACHINES 
AND TOTAL RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS 
In order to relate Turing Machines and their time complexity to algebraic 
implementations and their complexity in Sections 5 and 6, we give algebraic 
specifications for (time bounded) Turing Machines and the functions they compute. 
4.1. GENERAL ASSUMPTION. We assume we are given finite alphabets Z and 0, 
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and a partial function g: I* + 0* together with its totalization f: I* + o*, where I* is 
the set of strings over I and 6* = 0” U {I}, the set of strings over 0 with an element 
_L (“undefined”) adjoined. By dom( g) = {w E 1*/f(w) E 0*} we denote the domain of 
g. 
We will show that a function f: I* --f 6* has a correct algebraic specification (see 
Section 2 for “correct”) if it is total recursive. The proof uses an algebraic 
specification of Turing Machines. Unfortunately we are not able to give specifications 
of arbitrary deterministic Turing Machines but have to assume that the machines 
have time bounds which have algebraic specifications. However, Theorem 4.3 below 
shows that this is not an essential restriction. We review an explicit definition of 
Turing Machines which will be used to show correctness of our specifications and 
implementations. For further details see [4] for example. 
With a Turing Machine A4 computing a (partial) function g: I* -+ 0* we associate 
a function 
time,: I* -9 n\J, 
which assigns to w E dam(g) the number of steps which M performs to give g(w). 
For technical reasons we assume 
time,(w) > max(length(w), length( g(w))). 
4.2. DEFINITION (Algebraic Time Bound). A Turing Machine M is called 
algebraic time bounded if there is a total function Bound: N, + No, called algebraic 
time bound, such that 
1. there is a finite specification time which is an enrichment of nat, the 
specification of natural numbers, and is correct with respect to Bound; 
2. for all w E dom(time,) 
Bound(length(w)) > time,(w). 
Let g be a function and f: Z* --t 6” as given in 4.1 then f is called algebraic time 
bounded if there is an algebraic time bounded Turing Machine for g. 
4.3. THEOREM. A function f: I* + 6” is algebraic time bounded if and only if it 
is total recursive. 
Proof. If f is algebraic time bounded then g is partial recursive with domain 
dam(g) = (w E 1*/f(w) # I}. Since there is an algebraic time bound, dom( g) is 
decidable and thus f is total recursive. Decidability of dom( g) is seen as follows: Let 
BOUND denote the operation which names the function Bound in the specification 
time (see 4.2). Then given a (nondeterministic) interpreter I (as in 6.2) such that Z 
transforms each term BOUND(LENGTH(w)) to the term SUCCBo”nd(‘e”gth(w))(0). 
Such an interpreter I exists by the enrichment property of time. Let T(I) be a Turing 
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Machine which simulates Z (reading terms as words), then we build a Turing Machine 
M which decides domdf) as follows: First let Z’(Z) run with input term BOUND 
(LENGTH( IV)). The term SUCCBound(‘e”gth(w))(0) results. Then let the machine TM 
which computes g run in parallel with a machine COUNT which reduces SUCC’(0) 
to SUCC’-‘(0) with each step of TM. If i = 0, then TM will not come to a halting 
state and thus w $ dom( g). Otherwise TM will halt before i= 0, leading to 
w E dom( g). 
Suppose f is total recursive. Thus it is computable by a Turing Machine TM with 
total time, : I* + N,. Then also the function Bound: R\l, -+ N,, defined by 
Bound(n) = max{time,(w)/length(w) = n, w E I*} 
is total recursive. Bound together with the 0-ary operation 0 and the unary successor 
it constitutes a computable algebra in the sense of [6], where in the main theorem it 
is shown that exactly the computable algebras have finite algebraic enrichment 
specifications of nat. Thus f is algebraic time bounded. 1 
To specify Turing Machines means that we have to look at Turing Machines as a 
many sorted algebra and specify this algebra in terms of sorts, operations and 
equations: 
4.4. DEFINITION (Time Bounded Turing Machines). A deterministic on tape 
Turing Machine TM is given by a tuple TM = (A, S, M, Time) consisting of the 
following items: 
Time: N, + N, a total function, called time bound; 
A = (a,,...,a,} tape alphabet, containing a set Z of input symbols, a set 
0 of output symbols and distinctive elements b and * 
called blank and star; 
S = {sl )...) s,} sets of states (disjoint from A), containing distinctive 
elements B and H called beginning and halting states, 
respectively; 
M:AXSXAXA~(SXAXAXAuAXSXAXAuAXAXSXA) 
a total function called machine table. 
From these data we define the set of coltfigurations C and step function step: C+ C 
as follows: 
C := A*ASAAA* w{time-limit}; 
for n, v E A*, x, y, z E A and s E S step is defined by 
step(nxsyzv) := u’abcdv’ if M(x, s, y, z) = (a, b, c, d) 
with u’ = * if u = 2 and u’ := u otherwise and also v’ := * if v = A and v’ := v 
otherwise; for time-limit step is defined step(time-limit.) := time-limit. 
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TM computes a total function f: I* + 6* which is defined as follows: Let 
Sit := N,, x C be called the set of situations and run: Sit + Sit be called the run 
function of TM be defined by 
run(j, C) := (j, 0) if the state component of C is H, the halting state 
= (0, time-limit) ifj=O 
= run(j - 1, step(C)) otherwise. 
The result function f: I* -+ 6* then is defined by 
f(w) := v if run(time(length(w)), *Bbw*) = (j, *Hh*) for some j E N, 
=I otherwise. 
4.5. SPECIFICATION OF TIME BOUNDED TURING MACHINES. Given a time 
bounded Turing Machine as in 4.4. 
1. machine domains = 
sorts: symb, states, strings, quadrup, corlfig 
opns: a :-+ symb (for a EA) 
s z--t states (for s E S) 
lSTR :-+ strings 
ADDL: symb strings + strings 
ADDR: strings symb + strings 
QUAD: symb states symb symb + quadrup 
CONF: strings quadrup strings -+ config 
TIMELIMIT :-+ config 
eqns: (1) ADDR(ISTR, a) = ADDL(a, ISTR) 
(2) ADDR(ADDL(a, S), b) = ADDL(a, ADDR(S, b)) 
2. machine = machine domains + 
opns: STEP: config + config 
eqns: (3) STEP(TIMELIMIT) = TIMELIMIT 
(4) STEP(CONF(dSTR, QUAD@, s, y, z), 0)) 
= CONF@STR, QUAD(*, s’, x’, y’), ADDL(z’, D)) 
STEP(CONF(ADDR(c, w), QUAD(x, s, y, z), D)) 
= CONF(c, QUAD(w, s’, x’, y’), ADDL(z’, 0)) 
(for all (x, s, y, z) such that M(x, s, y, z) = (s’, x’, y’, z’)) 
(5) STEP(CONF(c, QUAD(x, s, y, z), D)) 
= CONF(c, QUAD(x’, s’, y’, z’), D) 
(for all (x, y, z) such that M(x, s, y, z) = (x’, s’, y’, z’)) 
(6) STEP(CONF(c, QUAD(x, s, y, z), ISTR)) 
= CONF(ADDR(c, x’), QUAD( y’, s’, z’, *), k3TR) 
STEP(CONF(c, QUAD(x, s, y, z), ADDL(w, D))) 
= CONF(ADDR(c, x’), QUAD( y’, s’, z’, w’), 0) 
(for all (x, s, y, z) such that M(x, s, y, I) = (x’, y’, s’, z’)) 
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The machine table is not explicitly specified but the step function which is just an 
extension of the machine table to configurations is. 
3. function domains = 
sorts: insymb, inputs, outsymp, outputs 
opns: a: --t insymb (for a E I) 
IIN: -+ inputs 
BUILDIN: insymb inputs + inputs 
b: -+ outymb (for b E 0) 
UNDEFINED: + outputs 
AOUT: -+ outputs 
BUILDOUT: outsymb outputs --) outputs 
eqns: BUILDOUT(b, UNDEFINED) = UNDEFINED (for b E 0) 
4. system domains = nat + boo1 + function domains + 
sorts: sit 
opns: SIT: nat confis -+ sit 
(note, this is no specication in itself since it uses config) 
nat and boo1 are specifications for natural numbers and Boolean values. 
5. time = nat + bound is assumed to be given such that time is enrichment of 
nat and bound contains an operation TIME which names the function TIME 
in the time bounded Turing Machine TM. time is assumed to be correct with 
respect to the time bound Time. bound is no specification in itself. 
6. turing system = machine + system domains + bound + 
opns: FUNCTION: inputs + outputs 
RESULT: sit + outputs 
RUN: sit + sit 
START: inputs + sit 
STATE: sit + states 
EQS: states states + states 
IF-THEN-ELSE-SIT: boo1 sit sit + sit 
LENGTH: inputs --) nat 
CODEIN: inputs --) strings 
COMPOSE: outputs outputs -+ outputs 
CODEOUT: strings + outputs 
IF-THEN-ELSE-OUT: boo1 outputs outputs + outputs 
eqns: (7) FUNCTION(A) = RESULT(START(A)) 
(8) RESULT(SIT(n, OVERFLOW)) = UNDEFINED 
RESULT(SIT(n, CONF(c, QUAD& s, y, I), D))) 
= IF EQS(STATE(SIT(n,CONF(c,QUAD(x,s, y,z),D))),H) 
THEN COMPOSE (CODEOUT(ADDR(c, x)), 
CODEOUT(ADDL( y, ADDL(z, D)))) ELSE 
RESULT(RUN(SIT(n, CONF(c, QUAD(x, s, y, z), D)))) 
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(9) RUN(SIT(n, c)) = IF EQS(STATE(SIT(n, c)), H) 
THEN SIT@, c) 
ELSE IF EQ(n, 0) THEN SN (0, OVERFLOW) 
ELSE RUN(SIT(PRED(n), STEP(c))) 
(10) START(JIN) = SIT(TIME(O), CONF@STR, QUAD(*, B, b, *), 
XSTR)) 
START(BUILDIN(a, A) = SIT(TIME(SUCC(LENGTH(A)))), 
CONF@STR, QUAD(*, B, b, a), ADDR(CODEIN(A), *)) 
(for all a E 1) 
(11) STATE(SIT(n, OVERFLOW)) = H (the halting state) 
STATE(SIT(n, CONF(c, QUAD(x, s, y, z), D))) = s 
(for all s E S) 
(12) EQS(s, t) = F (for all s, t E S with s # t) 
EQS(s, s) = T (for all s E S) 
(13) IF T THEN S ELSE S’ SIT = S 
IF F THEN S ELSE S’ SIT = S’ 
(14) LENGTH@IN) = 0 
LENGTH(BUILDIN(a, A)) = SUCC(LENGTH(A)) 
(for all a E 1) 
(15) CODEIN(JIN) = lSTR 
CODEIN(BUILDIN(a, A)) = ADDL(a; CODEIN( 
(for all a E I; 5 is the corresponding input element 
in A) 
(16) COMPOSE@OUT, A) = A 
COMPOSE(UNDEFINED, A) = UNDEFINED 
COMPOSE(BUILDOUT(a, A), B) = BUILDOUT@, COMPOSE(A, 
(17) CODEOUT(dSTR) = LOUT 
CODEOUT(ADDL(& A)) = CODEOUT (for EEA-O) 
CODEOUT(ADDL(a; A)) = BUILDOUT(u, CODEOUT( 
(for all a E I; ti is the corresponding input element 
in A) 
(18) If T THEN A ELSE A’ OUT = A 
IF F THEN A ELSE A’ OUT = A’ 
This specification follows the definition offin 4.4. Here FUNCTION namesf, RUN 
NAMES run and the other operation are auxiliary with the following intention: 
RESULT produces the output of the TM which is uniquely determined in each of 
its situations 
START produces from an input the starting situation of the TM 
STATE projects the state component of the situation 
EQS is equality predicate on the states 
CODEIN translates the input string into a string on the tape 
CODEOUT translates the string on the tape into an output string 
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4.6. THEOREM (Correctness). The speczjication turing system, given in 4.5, is a 
correct specification of time bounded Turing Machines and their result functions as 
well as their domains, as given in 4.4. Moreover turing system is an enrichment of the 
combination domains = machine domains + system domains. 
Proof. See Theorem 10.3 of [14]. [ 
4.7. COROLLARY (Algebraic Specification of Total Recursive Functions). If 
f: I* -+ 6* is total recursive, then there is an algebraic speczycation for f. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.3 we conclude that f is algebraic time bounded, so that 
there is an algebraic time bounded Turing Machine for J Using 4.6 we derive the 
existence of an algebraic specification. 1 
5. SOLVABILITY AND UPPER BOUND ON 
THE FUNCTION IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEM 
In this section we give an upper bound on the complexity of algebraic implemen- 
tations which implement algebraic time bounded functions. Since by the definition of 
correctness in Section 2 it is clear what is meant by an algebraic specification of a 
functions f (f is considered as a many sorted algebra with f as the only operation) it 
is not clear yet what it means to implement a function. The following definition 
makes it precise: 
5.1. DEFINITION (Function Implementation Problem). Let f: I* + 6* be a 
function, as in 4.1; then the function implementation problem for f is to find 
extensions SPEC 1 = functions domains + (31, Zl, El) and SPECO = function 
domains + (SO, 20, EO) of function domains and an implementation IMPL: 
SPEC la SPECO such that 
1. there is an operation F: inputs -+ outputs in CO (but not in JYl) such that 
f 
CT .SPECO) inputs , CT F 
T 
!mo’outputs 
commutes with the semantics F, of F and the canonical bijections b, and b,, existing 
from the correctness of function domains with respect to Z* and 6* (see 4.5(3) and 
4.6). 
2. All operations of SPECO with range inputs are already in function domains. 
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3. All operations of SORTIMPL with range outputs are already in function 
domains. 
A solution of the function implementation problem is formally denoted by 
(IMPL, F). 
While the first condition in 5.1 is to find a correct specification for f, the second 
and third conditions assure that the implementation is “honest,” i.e., has 
computations which do not leave the work to the codings (see Lemma 6.1 below). 
5.2. THEOREM (Solvability). If f: Z* -+ 6* is total recursive, then the function 
implementation problem for f has a solution. 
Proof. If f is total recursive, it is algebraic time bounded by Theorem 4.3 and 
thus has an algebraic specification by 4.7 of the kind given in 4.5. We use 2.3(4) and 
4.6 and define 
SPECO = turing machine, 
SPEC = domains, 
IMPL: SPEC * SPECO by (0, EO, (0,0,0)). 
Then SPECO and SPEC are both extensions of function domains and SPECO has 
in FUNCTION the desired operation. Since SPECO has no operations other than 
1IN and BUILDIN with range inputs, also property (2) in 5.1 is satisfied. Since 
IMPL is an enrichment implementation, CSORT = 0 and this we need for (3) that all 
operations in domains of range outputs are already in function domains, which is 
true. 
Thus (IMPL, FUNCTION) is a solution of the function implementation problem 
forf: I 
In the next section we will see that also the converse of 5.2 is true. 
5.3. THEOREM (Upper Bound). Zff: Z* + 6* is computable by a Turing Machine 
TM with algebraic time bound Time, then there is a solution (IMPL, F) of the 
function implementation problem for f such that 
cowIMpL(FK4 < C. We,@,(x)) + Wx)) if b,(x) E dom(.f) 
< C . (Time(length(b,(x)) + red(x))) otherwise, 
where C is some constant, red(x) is the number of direct reduction steps to reduce the 
term TIME(SUCC ‘e”gth(bf(x))(0)) to the term SUCCTime(‘e”gth(b~x)))(0), and b, is given 
in 5.1. 
Proof. We analyze the complexity of the enrichment for J as given in the proof of’ 
5.2, and thus go back to the specification of Turing Machines in 4.5. 
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Given for t E (TTO)i”puts an arbitrary computation c(t) of length h(f) (i.e., number 
of direct reduction steps) such that c(t) reduces the term FUNCTION(t) to some 
term P E (T,,,, +zSoRT)outputs, then we have for some a > 0 
cost,,,,(FUNCTION)(x) Q a . h(t) with [t] =x 
and, since rep in 2.3(3) is identity in this case, also 
comp,,,,(FUNCTION)(x) < a . h(t). (*) 
Thus it remains to determine form some computation c(t) its length h(t). This is done 
subsequently leading to 
h(t) < 9 a time,(b,(x)) + red(x) + 15 
< 9 . Time(length(b,(x))) + red(x) + 9 
if b,(x) E domdf) 
otherwise. 
(**) 
The estimation (**) then together with (*) proves the theorem for an appropriate 
constant C. 
To derive (**) we reduce the term FUNCTION(t) to some (Z + Zl + ZSORT)- 
term and count the number of direct reduction steps. Three cases are distinguished: 
First, b,(x) E dam(f) and length@,(x)) > 1. 
(1) FUNCTION(t). 
Applying eqn (7) in 4.5 
(2) RESULT(START(t)). 
Applying eqn (IO) using t = BUILDIN@, Y) 
(3) RESULT(SIT(TIME(SUCC(LENGTH(A))), CONF@STR, 
QUAD(*, B, &r, a), ADDR(CODEIN(A), *)). 
Using A = a, e.. a, we obtain in length@,(x)) steps of eqns (14), (15) 
(4) RESULT(SIT(TIME(SUCC ‘ength(bl(x))(0)), CONF@STR, 
QUAD(*, B, b, a), ADDR(ADDL(u,, ADDL( . . . . ADDL(u,, STR)...), *))). 
Using eqns (I), (2) we obtain in length@,(x)) steps 
(5) RESULT(SIT(TIME(SUCC ‘e”gth(bl(x))(0)), CONF)JSTR, 
QUAD(a, B, b, a), ADDL(u, ,..., ADDL(*, ISTR))...). 
In red(x) steps we obtain by assumption 
(6) RESULT(SIT(SUCC”me”e”gth(b~~Xn)(0), CONF(JSTR, 
QUAD(*, B, b, a), ADDL(u, ,..., ADDL(*, ISTR))...). 
Using eqns (S), (1 l), (13), (12) we obtain in four steps. 
(7) RESULT(RUN(SIT(SUCC TIME(length(br(x)))(o), CONF(ASTR, 
QUAD(*, B, b, a), ADDL(u, ,..., ADDL(*, ISTR))...). 
Repeated application of eqns (9), (1 I), (13), (12) and eqns (4), (5), (6) results in 
5 . time,@,(x)) steps. 
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(8) RESULT(SIT(SUCC”(O), CONF@STR, QUAD(*, H, br, b,), 
ADDL(b,,..., ADDL(*, ISTR))...), 
where m := Time(length(b,(x))) -time&b,(x)) andf(b,(x)) = b, ... b, is assumed. 
Using eqns (8), (11) and (13) we obtain in three steps 
(9) COMPOSE(CODEOUT(ADDR@STR, *)), CODEOUT(ADDL(b, 
ADDL(b, ,..., ADDL(*, JSTR))...). 
Using eqns (1) and two times (17) we obtain in three steps 
(10) COMPOSE(LOUT, CODEOUT(ADDL(b,..., ADDL(*, ISTR)...))). 
Using eqn (16) and (r t 3) times eqn (17) we obtain 
(11) BUILDOUT(b,, BUILDOUT(b,,..., BUILDOUT(b,, IOUT)...)). 
We have now constructed a computation with first term given in (1) and lest term 
given in (11) which is of length 
3 . length(b,(x)) t red(x) + 5 e time,(b,(x)) t length(f(b,(x))) t 15 
which is less than 
9 . time&b,(x)) t red(x) t 15 
using the assumption time&b,(x)) > max(length(b,(x)), lengthdf(b,(x)))). 
Second, b,(x) 6C dam(f) and length(b,(x)) > 1. 
In this case we obtain terms (1) to (7) as before but after 5 . Time (length(b,(x))) 
steps we obtain the term 
(12) RESULT(SIT(0, TIMELIMIT)) 
and in final step 
(13) UNDEFINED. 
The computation has length 
3 s length(b,(x)) t red(x) t 5 - Time(length(b,(x))) t 3 
which is less than 
8 - Time(length(b,(x))) t red(x) t 3 
using the assumption Time(b,(x)) > length(b,(x)). 
Third, length(b,(x)). 
In this case we obtain in nine steps the term UNDEFINED. 
These three cases show(**) I 
Remark. It would be desirable to have an upper bound which only depends on 
the Turing Machine TM and not on the algebraic time bound in addition. But such a 
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bound is not yet known; it probably would imply that we can specify (or implement) 
a Turing Machine and the function which it computes without use of an algebraic 
time bound. 
6. LOWER BOUND ON THE FUNCTION IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEM 
In this section we give a lower bound on the complexity of algebraic implemen- 
tations which solve function implementation problems. The proof of this bound also 
shows that functions with a solvable function implementation problem are total 
recursive, which is the converse of Theorem 5.2. 
We are dealing with nondeterministic Turing Machines and functions in this 
section and therefore introduce the following conventions: 
A nondeterministic function h: A + B is a left total relation and gives rise to define 
a function i: A + 2’ by b E &((a) if and only if (a, b) E h. 
A nondeterministic Turing Machine is a Turing Machine where the machine table 
M is a nondeterministic function. We say that a nondeterministic Turing Machine 
NTM computes a nondeterministic function h: A + B iff for all inputs a E A NTM 
results in b E B with b E &((a), if it stops, and has for each b E @(a) at least one 
successful run. 
Time complexity of nondeterministic Turing Machines NTM is a partial function 
ntime,, ; A --t N, which assigns to each a E A the length of the shortest successful 
run of NTM. 
6.1. LEMMA (Realization). Let f: I* --t 6* be a function, us in 4.1, and 
(IMPL, F) a solution of the function implementation problem for f: Then there is a 
nondeterministic function 
culled realization off by IMPL, such that the following holds: 
1. For ull tE (Tz+zO)inpu,s und t’ E (Tz+T1+TS~R~)outpuls we huve (t,t’) E 
REAL ,MPL(f) is and only if there is a computation w E COM,,,, with jkst term 
F(t) and lust term t’. 
2. There are surjective functions c, and co, culled codings of I* and 6*, such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
REAL 
CT S+LO’ inputs 
IMPI. >(T 
s+.s1+ SSORT’eutputs -- 
\ 5 cO I 
1 / 
I+ -* f ,o 
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3. c0 is computable by a deterministic Turing Machine in polynomial time. 
4. c, is bijective and the inverse function c;’ . I* -+ (T~+zo)inputs is computable 
by a deterministic Turing Machine in polynomial time. 
Proof (1) Since IMPL is assumed to be correct and thus OP-complete, 
REAL,,,,(f) b ecomes a nondeterministic function as desired if it is defined by 1. 
(2) Define functions dI := nat-in and d, := g 0 h 0 nat-out, where 
nat-in: V’, + &puts --* (TSPEco)inputs 3 
nat-out: (T, ) +LI+zSORT oulpurs + (TSORTIMPL ) OUljlUlS 
are the natural homomorphisms and 
are the canonical isomorphisms where h exists by type protection (see 2.3(l)) and the 
general assumption 2.1 and g by the extension property of SPECO (see 2.1). Let b, 
and 6, be given as in 5.1( 1); then we define c, := b, o d, and c, := bo 0 do. Property 
(2) then follows from b, oFT= fob, (see 5.1) and d,oREAL,,,,(f)=F,od,, 
where the latter is seen as follows: 
Let t E (Tz+zO)inputs and tl E (T~+~l+ZSORT)outpufs with (t, tl) E REAL,,,,(f). 
Then from (1) and the fact before 3.1 it follows that tl =OP,MP,_ F(t). With 
do(t1) = [t2] we have tl =sORTIMPL t2 and hence F(t) =OP,MPL t2. RI-correctness of 
IMPL then implies F(T) -SPEC,, t2, which means [t2] = [F(t)] = F,(d,(t)). 
(3) Since by property 5.1(3) all terms in SORTIMPL of sort outputs are 
already function domain-term, c0 is obviously computable by a deterministic Turing 
Machine in polynomial time (reading terms as words). 
(4) In fact since all terms in SPECO or sort inputs are already function 
domain-terms by 5.1(2) and the domain (T~,,,,ctloadomri,,J,npurs is freely generated, nat-in 
in the proof of (2) above is bijective and thus c, is a bijection which is nothing but a 
renaming and thus computable in polynomial time. 1 
The realization of a functionf by an implementation IMPL can be looked at as the 
effect of a nondeterministic interpreter for an algebraic implementation and is 
therefore of interest in its own right. The following theorem which is also a 
preparation for our lower bound result, may thus be interpreted as a statement about 
a nondeterministic interpreter for implementations: 
6.2. THEOREM (Nondeterministic Interpreter). Let f: I* + 6* as in 4.1 and 
(IMPL, F) be a solution of the function implementation problem forf: Then there is a 
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nondeterministic Turing Machine INT which computes the realisation off by IMPL 
such that 
ntime,,,(x) < dCoStlMp@(X)) 
for x E (Tz +zO)inpuls and some d > 1. 
Proof. The Turing Machine INT is combined from a number of smaller 
machines. Let EQ ,MPL := {(t, t’) 1 (t = t’) E E(OPIMPL) or (t’ = t) E E(OPIMPL)} 
define the set of “directed” OPIMPL-equations. Let there be for e E EQIMP,_ a 
function defined by 
S(e): TztOPIMPLj + 2Tz(~~~~~L) 
with S(e)(t) := (t’ 1 (t, e, t’) E DiredoplMpL}. 
Then we denote by M(e) a nondeterministic Turing Machine which realizes S(e) 
nondeterministically as follows: 
M(e) takes all terms t E TzCOPIMPLj, represented as an element of Z(OPIMPL)*, 
as inputs and scans t in order to choose a left occurrence for e, if one exists, and then 
replaces the left occurrence by the right hand side of e resulting in some element of 
S(e)(t). If no handle exists, it results in t. 
It is well known that such a Turing Machine M(e) can run in polynomial time, 
depending on the number of symbols of the input term, using traversing and 
replacement in trees. 
Next we denote by M(test) a (deterministic) Turing Machine which works as 
follows: 
M(test) takes all terms t E TztOPIMPL) as inputs and tests if t is a 
(Z + Zl + CSORT)-term in which case it results YES. It results NO otherwise. 
Also M(test) can run in polynomial time, depending on the number of symbols of 
the input term. 
INT then is combined from M(e) for all e E EQ,,,, and M(test) as follows: 
ZNT takes all terms t E T,,,, as inputs and reduces t nondeterministically to a 
term t’ E REAL IMPLdf)(t). ZNT realizes the following procedure: 
(1) TERM := “input term” 
(2) ifM(test) applied to TERM results YES 
then result TERM and stop! 
else do (3) 
(3) choose e E EQ*,,, 
apply M(e) to TERM and obtain a result NEWTERM 
define TERM:= NEWTERM 
do (2). 
INT now is a nondeterministic Turing Machine which computes the realization off 
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by IMPL. So it is left to analyse ZNT. For this purpose we assign to each 
computation w E COMIMPL a run of ZNT which is denoted by R(w) and defined as 
follows: 
By definition computation w is a sequence of direct reduction steps 
(ti,e,p fi+i)i=l,...,n, where ti C Tz(oPIMPLj, e, E EQIMPL and n = lwM(w). BY 
construction each direct reduction step uniquely (!) determines a sequence of steps of 
ZNT which corresponds to a run of M(test) with input t, and a run of M(e,) with 
input tj and output ti+ 1. Let us call such a sequence of steps of ZNT a superstep for 
the moment; then we define R(w) to be the run of ZNT which consists of the n 
supersteps defined by w. 
Now, before we relate the length of w and of R(w), respectively, we need to prove 
the following: 
FACT. Let W = (ti, et, et+ l>i= I,...,“; then there is b E N such that for all i = I,..., n 
size(t,) < b”, 
where size(f) denotes the number of symbols of t. 
Proof: For eE EQ,,,, we define z(e) := zr(e)/zl(e), where z/(e) denotes the 
number of (not necessarily distinct) variables of the left hand side of e and so zr(e) 
analogously for the right hand side. Let z denote the maximum of these fractions, 
taken over all e, apppearing in w. Then we have (using tree replacement) 
size(ti+ ,) < z a size@,) + c, 
where c is some constant depending on i. From this inequality we derive the existence 
of some b > z such that 
SiZe(ti) < b” 
for all i = l,..., n. This proves the fact. 
Now let pe and ptest denote polynoms which bound the runnning time of M(e) and 
M(test), respectively. 
Then we derive for all computations w: 
PI+1 
length@(w)) < c ptest(sWh) + 2 p,,(sWti)) 
i=l i=l 
PI+1 
< c P,&“) + i: Pq@“) 
i= I i=l 
< p = ,$en8th(w) for some constant c > 1. (*) 
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Since ntime I,&~) < length@(w)) for all computations w, this must hold also for an 
optimal computation w,,, where length(w,) = costn,,&F(x)). Thus we obtain 
ntime *NT(x) < cC~Sf’MPL.(~(X)). fl 
The lower bound result now is as follows: 
6.3. THEOREM (Lower Bound). Let f: Z* -+ 6* be as in 4.1 and (IMPL, F) a 
solution of the function implementation problem for f: Then 
1. f is total recursive; 
2. there is a nondeterministic Turing Machine NTM which computes the 
(deterministic) function f such that for all x E Z* 
ntime,,(x) < pm,hdF)(b;‘(x)) 
for some constant d > 1 and b, given in 5.1(l). 
Proof. We construct a nondeterministic Turing Machine NTM as follows (see 
diagram in the realization Lemma 6.1(2)): 
Let M(Z) denote a deterministic Turing Machine which computes c;‘. Such a 
machine exists by 6.1(4). Let M(0) be a deterministic Turing Machine which 
computes c, (see 6.1(3)). Furthermore let ZNT be the nondeterministic machine as 
constructed in the proof of 6.2 which computes REAL,,,,(f). Then the combination 
NTM := M(0) 0 ZNT 0 M(Z) 
of these three machines computes f which follows from the commutativity of the 
diagram in 6.1(2). This proves (1) of 6.3. In order to prove the proposed estimation 
we construct a run r of NTM such that 
The run r consists of three components: 
First: Let r,,.,(,) be a run of M(Z) with input x resulting in a term t E (Tz+zO)inguts. 
Since by 5.1(2) (Tr+zO)inpuls g (TSPECAputs we have 
ComPimp09([tl) = COSt*mLUTf)) (1) 
which follows directly from the definition of camp,,,, in 3.3. 
The run rM(,) is bounded in length by a polynom p, (see 6.1(4)) so that we have 
length@-,,,,) < p,(length(x)). (2) 
Second: Let r,,,,, be a run of ZNT with input F(t) such that r,,, = R(w), as given 
in the proof of 6.2, where w is an optimal computation of IMPL such that 
cost IMPL(J’(f)) = length(w). (3) 
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As shown in (*) in the proof of 6.2, we have for some b > 1 
length(r,,,) < blengthCw). (4) 
Third: Let rMCO) be a run of M(0) with last term last(w) as input. By 6.1(3) the 
run r,+,(,,) is bounded in length by a monotone polynom p. such that we have for 
a>0 
(5) 
using the fact in the proof of 6.2. 
Now define r to be the composition od I~(,), r,,, and rMC,,) ; then we have from (2), 
(4) and (5) for some a > 1 
length(r) < a . (length(r,,,J + length(r,,,) + length(r,,,,,,)) 
< a . (p,(length(x)) + blengthCw) + po(~‘~“~~~(~))), 
using (3) and (1) we obtain 
( a(p,(length(x)) + ~~~mbd~)W) + po(CcOmP~~,~(~)(I’I))) 
and thus the existence of some constant d > 1 such that 
length(r) < d=‘“‘P~~,,(F)(b;‘(X)) 
assuming without loss of generality that length(x) < b comp~~~~(F)(~‘l). This proves (2) of 
6.3. 1 
Immediately from 6.3 we derive a lower bound result for function implementation 
problems: 
6.4. COROLLARY. Let f: I* --t @ be a function as in 4.1 and B: I* -+ N,, be a 
lower bound on the nondeterministic time ofJ Then for all solutions (IMPL, F) of the 
function implementation problem for f we have 
compIMPL(F)(x) > c - hdB(b,W) 
for all X E (TSPECO)inpuls and some constant c > 0. 
6.5. Remark. One would wish to have a tighter connection between nondeter- 
ministic time and algebraic complexity than the one given in 6.3. This in fact is to 
expected if the proof of 6.2 is refined at a certain point: The estimation (*) where 
length(R(w)) < clength(“‘) is derived is exponential since the size of terms which are 
produced from the interpreter in intermediate steps can grow exponentially, as long as 
terms and term replacement are represented by trees and tree replacement, respec- 
tively. The refinement now would provide a representation by collapsed trees and 
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(somewhat involved) subgraph replacement so that the representation of terms can 
grow at most polynomial, or even linear in suitable cases. 
We expect that a precise analysis of such an improved interpreter yields a strong 
relationship between nondeterministic time an,d algebraic complexity of implemen- 
tations. Furthermore this would be one of the main steps towards a hierarchy 
theorem for algebraic implementations and probably would also be of practical 
interest. 
Another gap in our estimation for complexity of implementations is that the upper 
bound result concerns deterministic Turing Machines while the lower bound results 
concern nondeterministic machines. To fill this gap one would need the specification 
and implementation of nondeterministic Turing Machines. 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper extends and further develops part of the material in our STOC-paper 
[ 13). It is a condensed version of our technical report [ 141 (with the same title) 
where also more details concerning the concepts of algebraic specifications and 
implementations are given, as well as a correctness proof of our Turing Machine 
specification 4.5. 
Besides the introduction of new concepts, the main results in this paper are 
sketched as follows: 
Given a function f: I* -+ 6* 
1. If f is total recursive, then there is an algebraic specification of f (the 
converse is not true without some restrictions on the specification). 
2. If f is computable by an algebraic time bounded Turing Machine TM 
(equivalent to being total recursive), then there is an upper bound UB on the time of 
TM and the algebraic complexity of the time bound is also an upper bound on the 
algebraic complexity off, i.e., there is a solution (IMPL, F) of the function implemen- 
tation problem for f with 
camp,,,,(F) Q UB. 
3. If LB is a lower bound on the nondeterministic time forf, then log(LB) is a 
lower bound on the function implementation problem for f, i.e., for all solutions 
(IMPL, F) of the function implementation problem for f 
4. f is total recursive if and only if the function implementation problem is 
solvable. 
5. There are function implementation problems with nontrivial complexity 
(which may be derived from (3) above and existence of lower bounds on nondeter- 
ministic time of Turing Machines). 
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The proposed concepts and results on the complexity of algebraic implementations 
for abstract data types are a first approach to studying the questions on complexity 
of abstract data types on the level of algebraic specifications. We intended to treat 
these questions independent of classical complexity measures, like time of Turing 
Machines or random access machines, and therefore define and investigate cost and 
complexity solely in the given algebraic calculus. The results of Sections 4, 5 and 6 
show compatibility of classical measurement with ours even though the relation is not 
satisfying in all its aspects: 
Upper and lower bounds on the IMPL-complexity of total recursive functions differ 
exponentially, and in nature by the use of deterministic and nondeterministic time, 
respectively. 
A tighter connection between nondeterministic time and algebraic complexity 
(IMPL-complexity) is worth considering and should be extended towards a hierarchy 
theorem for algebraic implementations. 
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